IN YOU R STO RE / COLU M N S

SHANE DECKER has provided sales training for more than
3,000 stores worldwide. Contact him at ( 719) 488-4077
or at ex-sell-ence.com.

THE REJECTION OBJECTION
NEVER ALLOW NO TO BE NO.

I hear this all the time.

Salespeople and managers say the
reason they didn’t close is because
sometimes they don’t like the feeling of being rejected.
First of all, that’s not where
rejection happens — it does not
happen at the close. It happens
when you’re standing in the sweet
spot and the clients come in.
You speak to them, acknowledge
them with a great smile, and they
walk right past, saying nothing
in return. Or a grumpy old butt
comes in and gives you a crappy
look back and says, “I’m just looking.” That’s rejection!
The client who walked by you
was probably on the way to the
case where you write up repairs
and maybe she didn’t mean to be
rude; she was just on a mission. In
either case, give that client 20 or
30 seconds and tell another sales
associate what happened so someone else can do a re-approach.
When you’ve been working with
someone for 30 minutes or so and
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you’ve closed all the way through
correctly, and you close at the end
and the client says, “No,” she’s not
rejecting you, she’s saying “no” to
the item. Salespeople confuse this
with rejection when it isn’t.
Your job as a professional
salesperson is to find out why
she said no. Pause two to three
seconds. Sometimes, clients need
a moment to think about it them-

one you wanted.” Many times, the
client will say, “It is, I just needed
to think about it for a moment.”
If it doesn’t close it, ask, “Do you
have questions about this that I’ve
not answered yet?” This smokes
out any objections that are left.
Sometimes, they want another
sales associate’s opinion about
what they are looking at. So bring
in someone else of the opposite

“When you’ve closed all the way through correctly, and
you close at the end and the client says, ‘No,’ she’s not
rejecting you, she’s saying ‘no’ to the item.”
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YOUR HOME
AS A FORTRESS

5 The spate of home invasions targeting jewelers last
year highlighted the domestic
threat to people in the industry. If someone does break
into your home, try to call
911 from a landline so your
name and address display automatically. Cellphones ping
the closest tower; a dispatcher
may have trouble determining where to send the police,
Chris McGoey, a security
consultant told Men’s Health.
He also suggested adding an
exterior-door deadbolt to a
bedroom door, so if a break-in
does occur, you can hide in
that room with your family.

BUDDIES FOR LIFE
selves. In fact, they really do know
they want it. Remember, 60 to 70
percent of all shoppers cannot
make up their own minds. Pausing
allows you to think about your
presentation to see if you left anything out. Sometimes after pausing, the client will say, “I’ll take it.”
After you’ve paused, say something like, “I thought this was the

gender, if possible and have him
or her get on the same side of the
case the client is on — to the right
of the client. (Right’s positive; left’s
negative.) Have the salesperson
say, “Let me see this on you.” After
the client’s tried it on, say “That’s
lovely on you!” or “She’s gonna
love wearing that.” (Practice doing
this with each other before the
clients come in.) A second opinion
helps a lot in these situations.
Other times, we have accidentally pre-judged them. In this case,
say “You’re wanting the bigger
one, aren’t you?” This allows you
to correct your presentation if
you’ve undersold their expectations, which can be a sale-killer.
Finally, if all of this is not working, ask “Are you comfortable
with the price?” If it’s too high,
sell within their budget. But again,
never allow no to be no. This is not
rejection — it’s a one-word selling
objection. Find out why they said
no and close the sale.

5 In his book Predictably
Irrational, behavioral economist Dan Ariely notes that if
you go the “I’m your buddy
route” in retail, you need
to maintain it. Firms that
invite people to come in and
buy stuff as a social transaction (“Join the family!”) but
then treat the deal later as
a purely economic matter
(“You should have read the
fine-print”) will provoke
enormous enmity from their
disgruntled former BFF, he
says.

SOCIAL NETWORKER

5 The next time you attend
a networking event, leave
the business cards at home,
advises sales guru Jeffrey
Gitomer. Writing in his new
book, 21.5 Unbreakable Laws
of Selling, he says: “Force
people to link with you or
follow you if they want to connect with you via LinkedIn or
Facebook. Think about that
pile of cards on your desk
from people that you’ve never
really connected with.”

